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This paper describes an improved method for the modeling of axial and radial eccentricities in induction
motors (IM). The model is based on an extension of the modified winding function approach (MWFA)
which allows for all harmonics of the magnetomotive force (MMF) to be taken into account. It is shown
that a plane view of IM gets easily the motor inductances and reduces considerably the calculation pro-
cess. The described technique includes accurately the slot skewing effect and leads to pure analytical
expressions of the inductances in case of radial eccentricity. In order to model the static, dynamic or
mixed axial eccentricity, three suitable alternatives are explained. Unlike the previous proposals, the dis-
cussed alternatives take into account all the harmonics of the inverse of air–gap function without any
development in Fourier series. Simulation results as well as experimental verifications prove the useful-
ness and the effectiveness of the proposed model.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The IM break down is commonly the concern of industrial engi-
neers in all fields. Because the needs of increase reliability, improve
operation safety and avoid production losses, it is now important
to predict too early upcoming abnormalities. Several features of
sensor signals have been identified as useful in faults detection
and in online protection of IM [1,2]. These include the magnitude
of specific spectral components in the stator currents, axial leakage
flux and frame vibration [3,4]. The aim of online condition moni-
toring systems is to trend such features to monitor a severity of
a developing fault. However, detailed knowledge of the behaviors
of these features is critical for the design of such systems. This
must be confirmed by a lot of tests covering a large range of load
and faults severity levels in various work conditions.

There are many works devoted to the detection of fault-related
current harmonics, and many others dedicated to the modeling
and simulation of IM in order to predict the evolution laws of these
indicators [5]. In most of them, the related equations are derived
from the winding function approach (WFA) [6,7]. This theory has
been extended to the well known MWFA which aimed originally
the modeling of radial eccentricity [8]. Furthermore, this approach
was found powerful because of its ability to consider, jointly or
ll rights reserved.
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separately, the opening and skewing of the slots, the magnetic sat-
uration and the flux distortion due to the air–gap permeance effect
with a relatively small computational time [9,10].

Thanks to the progress in digital measurement technique and
signal processing, the famous motor current signature analysis
(MCSA) has been very attractive [11,12]. Its application in IM rotor
eccentricity detection took much interest in the last years. For the
static and dynamic eccentricity, the rotor is shifted from its normal
position at the centre of the stator. In the first, the rotor rotates
around its axe of symmetry which is not the case in the second
type. The principal related spectral components are derived from
the general equation given in [13] and described by

fRSHþdyn ¼
Nb � nd

p

� �
ð1� sÞ � 1

� �
� fs ð1Þ

In healthy state and static eccentricity, the called principal slot
harmonics (PSH) or rotor slot harmonics (RSH) are obtained for
nd = 0.

In case of dynamic eccentricity, nd = 1, 2, . . . If both types coex-
ist, in the low range frequency appear the harmonics of the mixed
eccentricity predicted in [14] and expressed as follows

fmix ¼ jfs � k � frj; ð2Þ

with k = 1, 2, 3,...
In practice, the air–gap eccentricity may be caused by many dif-

ferent factors; Unbalanced load, bearing wear, bent rotor shaft and
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Nomenclature

g0 average air–gap length
g air–gap function
P inverse of air–gap function
r average radius of the air–gap (a polar radius)
r0 average radius of the air–gap in symmetrical condition
rj the jth rotor loop
A,B,C windings of stator phases As, Bs and Cs respectively
LW2.W1 mutual inductance between any winding W1 and W2 of

the motor
l rotor length
w number of turns per coil
Nb number of rotor bars
Ne number of stator slots
Lb rotor bar leakage inductance
Le end-ring leakage inductance
Rs stator phase resistance
Rb rotor bar resistance
Re end-ring resistance
Jr moment of inertia
c mechanical angle of the skew
ks pitch of the stator slots
kr pitch of the rotor slots
a opening of the coil (coil pitch)

b stator slot width
hr rotor angular position
N modified winding function
n distribution function (turns function)
F the magnetomotive force
fs the main frequency (Fundamental frequency)
fr rotational frequency
s slip in per unit
p number of fundamental pole pairs
nd index of dynamic eccentricity
l0 permeability in vacuum
ds static eccentricity level
dd dynamic eccentricity level
d global eccentricity level
ds0 static eccentricity level backside of the rotor (z = 0)
dd0 dynamic eccentricity level backside of the rotor (z = 0)
Lst, Ldy position of the concentric cross section of the rotor in

static and dynamic axial eccentricity respectively
Ce electromagnetic torque
Cr Load torque
fv Viscous friction
xr Mechanical speed of the rotor
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mechanical resonance at critical load [15]. It is the reason that
leads to unbalanced magnetic forces that act both on the rotor
and stator of the motor. When the air–gap is not equal along the
rotor length of the motor for the same angular position, it is called
the axial eccentricity. In this case, the radial force may differ at the
low ends of the rotor. Bearing damages, excessive vibration and
acoustic noise could be traced to these forces.

In this paper, a model based on an extended form of the MWFA
will be developed. One can find that several proposals designed for
the modeling of radial air–gap eccentricity. However, few of them
specifically allowed the axial non-uniformities. This proposed
method is able to include accurately the rotor bar (rotor slot) skew-
ing effect and the radial and axial air–gap eccentricity. Moreover, it
leads to pure analytical expressions of the inductances in case of
radial eccentricity. Consequently, the computational time is largely
decreased thanks to an exact and compact definition of the distri-
bution functions, in contrast to methods based on only an approx-
imation with Fourier series [15]. For all forms of axial eccentricity,
three suitable techniques for inductance evaluation are presented.

2. Background

Quite a few diagnosis studies have adopted the MWFA in order
to model the radial eccentricity. In these papers, static, dynamic
and mixed eccentricities are considered starting from the modeling
of the inverse of air–gap function by an approximated expression.
In [7,14,15], one can find a model of IM eccentricity based on the
use of one harmonic of the inverse of air–gap function, while in
[16], the authors prove that the first p harmonics are needed for
better results. As for the skewing of the rotor bars, this was mod-
eled in [14,15] thanks to the well known skew factor, whereas
the authors of [17] use the description of the inductance per unit
of length. This supposes that in any radial section of the motor,
the mutual inductance per unit of length is constant.

Following the literature, few attentions in axial eccentricity can
be found. For exposing the fact that the air–gap varies according to
the axial length of the motor, many designations can be found;
shaft misalignment, inclined eccentricity, axial eccentricity or axial
Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model o
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nonuniformity. Electromagnetic forces acting between the stator
and the rotor when the rotor is misaligned was studied by consid-
ering the eccentric motion of the rigid rotor [18]. The treated air–
gap eccentricity is expressed as consequences of cylindrical whirl-
ing motion, symmetrical conical whirling motion, and combination
of both types. Using the magnetic equivalent circuit method, tran-
sient and steady state studies of unbalanced magnetic forces in
case of rotor misalignment confirm that good evaluation of these
forces requires a precise modeling of the inverse of air–gap func-
tion [19].

In Ref. [20], the authors verify, from theoretical and practical
study of the vibration behaviors, the possibility of detecting some
case of shaft misalignment in large induction motors via MCSA.
This can be obtained by inspecting the amplitudes of the harmon-
ics given by (2) with k = ±1, +2 when the level of misalignment in-
creases. The work point out that the rotor vibration in large
induction motors will mainly consist of its radial rigid translation
or rotation. The modes of vibration were strongly dependent on
the bearing stiffness. Once again, and from a viewpoint of air–
gap distribution, it was confirmed that these modes can be approx-
imately considered as a combination of dynamic and static axial
eccentricity. Thus, a fine modeling of the inverse of air–gap func-
tion is quite indispensable.

A first attempt to extend the MWFA to consider the axial non-
uniformity for skew and air–gap eccentricity modeling was well
performed in [21,22]. It is interpreted as 2D extension of the
MWFA. Later on, the rotor saliencies produced by the radial
and axial air–gap eccentricity was employed in order to detect
the fault from the zero sequence voltage. This was achieved by
applying an additional excitation for a short time while the fun-
damental one is canceled [23]. This approach was aptly exploited
because of its ability to include such saliencies in the model.
Note that the inductance profiles and the transient behaviors of
the operational mode are not yet elucidated. In [15], an exhaus-
tive study of the static axial eccentricity was performed. It was
proved that static axial eccentricity demonstrates similar charac-
teristics such as static radial eccentricity. Thus, it can be recog-
nized from the current spectrum, excepting the symmetric case
f induction motors for diagnosis purposes – Slot skewing ... Energy
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to the midpoint of the motor shaft. Knowing that only RSHs
associated to a non-triplen pole pair can be seen ideally with a
balanced power supply and in symmetrical conditions [24], the
eccentricity faults are monitored using these frequencies instead
of triplen components. Moreover, it was reported that triplen
harmonics emerge only due to the constructional and supply
unbalances or in case of star stator winding coupling with
grounded neutral [22]. To the best knowledge of the readers,
none of the denoted works describe the case of dynamic and
mixed axial eccentricity, the inductance plots and the associated
transient behaviors of the motor. On the other hand, in the anal-
ysis of IM having large number of poles, a precise geometrical
model must be used, or extra terms of the expansion of the in-
verse of air–gap function given in [14] must be considered. These
are the main goal of this paper.
Fig. 1. Illustration of the radial eccentricity. From top to bottom, symmetric case,
static, dynamic and mixed radial eccentricity.
3. Transient model of the IM

The multiple coupled circuit model supposes that the squirrel
cage can be viewed as identical and equally spaced rotor loops
[6]. Thus, the current in each mesh of the rotor cage is an indepen-
dent variable. Using the following assumptions:

– the permeance of the iron is infinite,
– the eddy current, corps saturation and winding losses are

negligible,
– there are no inter-bar currents,

one can establish voltage and mechanical equations of the loaded
IM for a three-phase stator winding YN-connected (grounded
neutral):

½U� ¼ ½R�½I� þ dð½L�:½I�Þ
dt

Ce ¼ ½I�T � o½L�ohr
� ½I� and Ce � Cr ¼ Jr

dxr
dt

(
ð3Þ

[U] corresponds to the system voltages, [I] to the stator and ro-
tor currents. They are (Nb + 4) � 1 matrix. The resistances matrix
[R] and the inductances matrix [L] are (Nb + 4) � (Nb + 4) matrices.
In Y-connection (floating neutral), the system must be rearranged
as assuring the condition of a null sum of the line currents [28].
Fig. 2. Illustration of the axial eccentricity. From top to bottom, symmetric case,
static (case where Lst < l), dynamic (case where Ldy = l) and a variant of mixed axial
eccentricity.
4. Inductances calculation

4.1. Types of eccentricities

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of the static, dynamic and
mixed radial eccentricity. To simplify the scheme, only the frame
axes are illustrated. The thick line corresponds to the stator natural
axis, the thin to the rotor natural axis while the dash-dot line de-
picts the rotor rotational axis. A concentric rotor means that the
denoted axes are superimposed. The pure radial eccentricity is well
documented previously. In reality, the most probably case is that
the nonuniformity depends from the rotor axial length. An impor-
tant step in the modeling of axial eccentricity is to imagine how
this one can happen. The schematic illustration of Fig. 2 may eluci-
date this kind of rotor faults.

In static axial eccentricity, the rotor rotates around its natural
axis which is inclined compared to the stator one. In dynamic axial
eccentricity, the rotor natural axis is inclined compared to its rota-
tional axis, which is superimposed to the stator axis. One can imag-
ine combinations of these modes and those of pure radial
eccentricity which are the cases likely to be found in reality. These
combined modes represent variants of mixed axial eccentricity.
Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model o
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4.2. Global formulation

Fig. 3 shows an elementary induction machine model. It con-
sists of two cylindrical masses separated by an air–gap, one for
the stator, and one for the rotor. Starting from an arbitrary closed
path abcda, an extension of the MWFA which considers the axial
dimension derives [21,22]. Points a and d are located on the stator
inner surface, while b and c are located on the external rotor sur-
face. Thus, the distribution function n and the inverse of air–gap
function g�1 corresponding to rotor position hr are defined at any
of coordinates (u,z) in space. However, the average value of the in-
verse of air–gap function hg�1i depends only from hr measured
from the same reference point as for the stator angle u. The 2D
modified winding function (MWF) can be expressed as in (4)
f induction motors for diagnosis purposes – Slot skewing ... Energy
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Nðu; z; hrÞ ¼ nðu; z; hrÞ �
1

2plhg�1i

Z 2p

0

Z l

0
nðu; z; hrÞ

� g�1ðu; z; hrÞdzdu ð4Þ

with

hg�1i ¼ 1
2p

Z 2p

0

1
l
�
Z l

0
g�1ðu; z; hrÞ � dz

 !
� du ð5Þ

The elementary flux in the air–gap measured with respect to an
elementary section ds = dz � dg is

d/ ¼ l0Fðu; z; hrÞ � g�1ðu; z; hrÞ � dz � dg ð6Þ

F is the MMF distribution in the air–gap. In case of eccentricity,
the elementary arc dg of the limit of ds is not circular (Fig. 4). If we
want to take highly into account the non-circular section of air–
gap, we must define it using its curvature radius instead of the po-
lar radius r which holds its definition with respect to a fixed point.
By means of only r, the arc g can be mathematically approximated
by

dg ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðdr=duÞ2 þ r2

q
� du ð7Þ

In case of eccentricity, the air–gap function is given by [14]

gðu; z; hrÞ ¼ g0 � ½1� dsðzÞ: cosðuÞ � ddðzÞ: cosðu� hrÞ� ð8Þ

Another expression derives

gðu; z; hrÞ ¼ g0½1� dðzÞ � cosðu� qðhrÞÞ� ð9Þ

d and q are function of ds, dd and hr as explained in [14].
The use of (9), leads to the expression giving the average air–

gap radius
Fig. 4. Representation of the elementary non-circular arc.

Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model o
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rðu; z; hrÞ ¼ r0 þ
Dgðu; z; hrÞ

2
: ð10Þ

Then

rðu; z; hrÞ ¼ r0 � 0:5g0 � dðzÞ � cosðu� qðhrÞÞ; ð11Þ

and

ðdr=duÞ ¼ 0:5 � g0 � dðzÞ � sinðu� qðhrÞÞ: ð12Þ

The IM have a relatively small air–gap. Since d < 1, it is easy to
notice that

0:5g0 � dðzÞ � cosðu� qðhrÞÞ < 0:5g0 � r0

ðdr=duÞ2 < 0:25 � g2
0 � r2ðu; z; hrÞ

(
: ð13Þ

For physically reasonable values of r and g0, the approximation
(13) holds in most cases. Thus, from (11)–(13) one can assume that
r(u,z,hr) = r0, then dg = r0du. This is the first step in order to get a
pure analytical resolution of the integrals leading to IM
inductances.

Note that, for a given rotor position, any variable defined ini-
tially with respect to u, z and r, depends now only from u and z.
The magnetic field in the air–gap is projected in a cylindrical sur-
face of radius r0. Taking x = r0 � u, xr = r0 � hr one can now envisage
a plane representation where the skew and the crossing of rotor
loops under the field of stator coils become easily and more inter-
pretable (Fig. 5). It is clear that x correctly translates the linear dis-
placement along the arc corresponding to the angular opening u.

Knowing that N is the MMF per unit of current, the expression
giving the flux seen by all turns of coil W2j of any winding W2

due to the current iW1i flowing in coil W1i of winding W1 is reduced
to

/W2j�W1i ¼ l0

Z 2pr0

0

Z l

0
NW1iðx; z; xrÞ � nW2jðx; z; xrÞ

� g�1ðx; z; xrÞ � iW1idzdx: ð14Þ

Taking into account the axial asymmetry, NW1i(x,z,xr) and
nW2j(x,z,xr) could be redefined to describe the slot skewing. In
this analysis, we consider only the skewing of rotor bars. The
calculation of mutual inductance between stator winding A and
rotor loops can be achieved by replacing W2j by a rotor loop rj

and considering that W1i is the ith coil Ai of stator winding A.
Fig. 5 depicts the displacement of rj under the field produced
by Ai. In Fig. 5, the pitch aAi of coil Ai is defined with respect
to its sides located at x1i = r0 � u1i and x2i = r0 � u2i. The total flux
wW1 � W2 corresponding to all coils of any winding W1 and W2

holds its general expression by summing the elementary fluxes
and integrating over the whole surface. Knowing that LW2 � W1

is this flux per unit of current, yields
Fig. 5. A plane view of the crossing of rotor bars under the field of stator coils.
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LW2�W1ðxrÞ ¼ l0

Z 2pr0

0

Z l

0
NW1ðx; z; xrÞ � nW2ðx; z; xrÞ

� g�1ðx; z; xrÞdzdx: ð15Þ

Using (15) and taking g�1(x,z,xr) = P(x,z,xr), a new expression
can be easily obtained

LW2�W1ðxrÞ ¼ 2pr0ll0

Xt

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

hP � nW1i � nW2ji
 !

� hP � nW1i � hP � nW2i
hPi

 !

ð16Þ

where t and m are the number of coils of winding W1 and W2 respec-
tively. Thus, according to the chosen type of winding, the mutual
inductance between W1 and W2 depends on the mutual inductances
of their elementary coils.

4.3. Radial eccentricity

In general, numerical calculation makes it possible to find the
machine inductances. However, an expansion in Fourier series of
P can be used to get an analytical solution [16]. Acceptable results
are obtained by using the first p harmonics. Then

Pðx; xrÞ ¼
P0

2
þ
Xp

i¼1

Pi � cos½i � ðx=r0 � qðxrÞÞ�; ð17Þ

with

Pi ¼ 2 � 1

g0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� d2

p
 !

� 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� d2

p
d

 !i

; i ¼ 0;1; . . . ;p ð18Þ

As a detailed example, (16) will now be used to calculate the
mutual inductance between stator coil Ai and rotor loop rj. The ro-
tor loop is regarded to be a coil with one turn (m = 1 in Eq. (16)).
Then

hP � nAi � nrji ¼
1

2p � r0 � l

Z 2pr0

0

Z l

0
nAiðxÞ: � nrj

ðx; z; xrÞ

� Pðx; xrÞdzdx: ð19Þ

In [9,14,15] as well as in other papers, a development in Fourier
series of the distribution and winding functions is used in order to
resolve the integrals analytically. These require a lot of terms in or-
der to approximate the functions. With serve of the proposed plane
view, only one term is needed to define these functions exactly. It
is clear that such definition decreases considerably the time and
calculation process and leads to more accurate results.

According to Fig. 6, for any rotor position xr the distribution
function of rotor loop r1 can be expressed in 2D as follows:

nrjðx; z; xrÞ ¼
1 x1jðxrÞhxhx2jðxrÞ; z1jðxÞhzðxÞhz2jðxÞ:
0 Otherwise

�
ð20Þ
Fig. 6. The 2-D distribution function of rotor loop rj for a known rotor position.

Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model o
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The endpoints of rotor loops depend on xr because of the rotor
relative displacement. In the next steps, we choose simply xj to
indicate xj(xr), and we consider only the spatial coordinates x and
z in the integral’s boundaries. As for z1j and z2j, they are defined
as follow

z1jðxÞ ¼
0; x1j 6 x 6 ðx1j þ r0 � krÞ

l
r0c
ðx� x1j � r0 � krÞ; ðx1j þ r0 � krÞ 6 x 6 x2j

(
ð21Þ

z2jðxÞ ¼
l

r0c
ðx� x1jÞ; x1j 6 x 6 ðx1j þ r0 � cÞ

l; ðx1j þ r0 � cÞ 6 x 6 x2j

(
ð22Þ

where ðx2j � x1jÞ ¼ r0ðcþ krÞ
By means of (20), (19) becomes

hP � nAi � nrji ¼
1

2pr0 � l

Z x2j

x1j

Z z2jðxÞ

z1jðxÞ
nAiðxÞ � Pðx; xrÞdzdx ð23Þ

Following Fig. 7, the expression of the distribution function nAi

for stator coil Ai can be deduced. Note that if the slot width b is ta-
ken into account, one can assume that the MMF rise linearly [17].

nAiðxÞ ¼

wAi
r�b0
ðx� x1iÞ x1i 6 x 6 ðx1i þ r0 � bÞ

wAi ðx1i þ r0 � bÞ 6 x 6 ðx1i þ r0 � ðbþ aAiÞÞ
�wAi
r�b0
ðx� x2iÞ ðx1i þ r0 � ðbþ aAiÞÞ 6 x 6 x2i

0 Otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð24Þ

According to (24), when the rotor loop is partially under the
field of the stator coil, it is obvious that the integral in the external
interval is null. Then, the integral of (23) becomes a surface integral
over ‘D’.

hP � nAi � nrji ¼
1

2pr0l0

Z Z
D

nAiðxÞ � Pðx; xrÞdzdx ð25Þ

where ‘D’ is the common surface (grey region in Fig. 5) among the
surface of projection of rotor loop rj and that of stator coil Ai. Using
the above relationships, the integral of (25) can be analytically re-
solved. In the particular case of a uniform air–gap and b = 0, nAi is
constant in ‘D’. According to SD(xr) which is the area of ‘D’, Eq.
(25) can be written as

hP � nAi � nrji ¼
wAi � SDðxrÞ
2pr0l � g0

: ð26Þ

Regarding hP � nAi and hP � nrji, and due to the fact that they are
independent from rotor position xr, their values are easily deduced
from the two expressions:

hP � nAi ¼
hnAi
g0

ð27Þ

hP � nrji ¼
1

Nb � g0
ð28Þ
Fig. 7. The turn function of coil Ai.
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In general, the calculation of Lr1A is similar to the calculation of
the volume having the base ‘D’, and to the calculation of the area of
‘D’ itself in case of constant air–gap and a neglected slot width
(b = 0). Following the same procedures and the position of coils
in the slots, their connection and their polarities, it will be possible
to find the double sum in (16) and, then, the inductance value. The
resulting algorithm is easily adaptable to any winding and no need
for look-up table containing the inductance values as in [6].

4.4. Axial eccentricity

Let us revaluate just (25). Referring to Fig. 2, and supposing that
the eccentricity levels rise linearly along the rotor shaft for the
same angular position, yield [25]

dsðzÞ ¼ ds0 1� z
Lst

� �
ð29Þ

ddðzÞ ¼ dd0 1� z
Ldy

� �
ð30Þ

Note that, for fixed values of ds0 and dd0, the choice of Lst and Ldy

identifies the shaft misalignment level. Sometimes, though, the
integral will be difficult or we would not even be able to evaluate
it, it can be made easier by using suitable numerical integration to
convert the integral into a simple some of terms. Based on the de-
scribed model, we discuss three alternatives to evaluate the inte-
gral of (25).

The first solution use one of the classical numerical double inte-
gration. If we choose the known midpoint approximation to esti-
mate (25) using (8), for a given position of the rotor, divide the
rectangular region of (x2j � x1j) � l into mx �mz squares of length h
yields

FðxrÞ ¼
Xmx

i¼1

Xmz

j¼1

f ðxi; zi; xrÞ:Hðxi; zi; xrÞ � h2 ð31Þ

with

f ðxi; zi; xrÞ ¼ nAiðxiÞ � Pðxi; zi; xrÞ; ð32Þ

h ¼ l
mz
¼ ðx2j � x1jÞ

mx
ð33Þ

and

hP � nAi � nrji �
1

2pr0 � l
FðxrÞ: ð34Þ

H equal unity if (x,z) is in ‘D’ and zero otherwise. It should be
noted that this is one of the evident ways to resolve a double inte-
gration numerically.

The second proposal is based on a rearrangement of (23) as:

hP � nAi � nrji ¼
1

2pr0 � l

Z x2j

x1j

nAiðxÞ �
Z z2jðxÞ

z1jðxÞ
Pðx; z; xrÞdz

" #
:dx ð35Þ

Following (8), (29), and (30), P can be written like

Pðx; z; xrÞ ¼
1

C þ z � E ð36Þ

where

C ¼ 1� ds0 � cosðx=r0Þ � dd0 cosððx� xrÞ=r0Þ ð37Þ

E ¼ ds0

Lst

� �
� cosðx=r0Þ þ

dd0

Ldy

� �
� cosððx� xrÞ=r0Þ ð38Þ

Substituting (36) into (35) yields

hP � nAi � nrji ¼
1

2pr0 � l

Z x2j

x1j

nAiðxÞ
E
� Log

C þ z2jðxÞ:E
C þ z1jðxÞ:E

� �� �
� dx ð39Þ
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At this stage, a simple numerical integration instead of double
integration could be used to evaluate (39).

The third alternative consists on the use of an appropriate
Monte Carlo (MC) integration. Maybe the integral of (25) has an
analytical solution, but many multiple integrals are not so easily
evaluated in which case MC integration is a useful alternative.
MC integration is not usually a computationally viable alternative
to other methods of integration such as Simpson’s rule. However, it
can be of some value in solving double and multiple integrals [26].
A simple MC method for evaluating a two-dimensional integral
uses the same rectangular region as in the first alternative, but
the m points of coordinates (xi,zi) are chosen at random within
the rectangle. This can be done easily using uniform random num-
bers for each dimension at a time [27].

The estimate for the integral is then

FðxrÞ ¼
X
m

Xm

i¼1

f ðxi; zi; xrÞ � Hðxi; zi; xrÞ � h2
; ð40Þ

where X is the area of the rectangle l.(x2i � x1i). In general, (40) rep-
resents the area of the region ‘D’ multiplied by the average value of
f(x, z) in ‘D’. Comparison of 31, 39, and 40, illustrates a crucial differ-
ence; in classical numerical integration, we need two different
sums, but in MC integration as well as in the second proposed alter-
native, only one is enough. In the literature, one can find that this
MC variant is known as a hit and miss method. Note that, unlike
the few attempts denoted in Section 2, the proposed alternatives
consider all the harmonics of the inverse of air–gap function. This
may lead to more accurate signal spectra, especially, in the study
of IMs having a large number of poles. Furthermore, the reduction
of the double numerical integration (double sum) into one simple
integration can lead to a considerable decreasing on the time and
calculation process.

5. Simulation results

5.1. Inductances calculation

The studied machine is a three-phase two-pole star connected
3 kW IM. Reader can find in the Appendix the motor parameters.
The skew of rotor bars has a largest impact on eccentricity harmon-
ics. For that, it is taken into account in the simulation as well as the
linear rise of the MMF across the stator slots. However, the slot ef-
fects may not be very important according to the study of [9]. Aver-
age core saturation effect can be included as described in [10]. The
particularity of the MWFA is that it can evaluate these effects indi-
vidually and in a relatively short computation time compared to fi-
nite element methods. Whilst the above analysis makes a number
of simplifying assumptions, it identifies the significant harmonics
one would expect to observe in the stator current spectrum of
the motor.

Fig. 8 shows the mutual inductances Lr1A between stator wind-
ing A and the first rotor loop r1. The two cases considered differ by
the presence or not of the stator slot opening and rotor bar skew-
ing. The mutual inductance between winding A and the second ro-
tor loop is identical to the mutual inductance with the first rotor
loop, except that it is shifted by an angle kr ¼ 2p=Nb.

As for windings B and C, Lr1B and Lr1C are also similar, but shifted
by 2p/3. In Fig. 8, the first derivative of the mutual inductance Lr1A

is also given for the opening and skew conditions. As shown, the
rotor bars skewing produces a significant effect on the magnitude
of the first derivative of the mutual inductance. Fig. 9 depicts the
modification in the curves caused by the air–gap eccentricity. Note
that the linear rise of MMF a cross stator slots has a minor effect in
the shape of the inductance curves and theirs derivatives com-
pared to the rotor bar skewing [17].
f induction motors for diagnosis purposes – Slot skewing ... Energy



Fig. 9. Lr1A and its derivative in case of static radial eccentricity of 20%.

Fig. 11. Self inductance of stator winding A in dynamic axial eccentricity of
dd0 = 60%, and Ldy = 0.5 � l . . . 2 � l.

Fig. 12. Mutual inductance between the first and the second rotor loop in static
radial eccentricity of 20% (dot line), 40% (dash line) and 60% (solid line).

Fig. 8. Lr1A (thick line) and its derivative (thin line) in case of symmetric machine.
Without skew and slot opening (top), with skew and slot opening (bottom).
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In both static radial and static axial eccentricity, since the air–
gap picture doesn’t change with rotor movement, the self and mu-
tual inductances of the stator windings will be independent of the
rotor position. However, they will change with respect to rotor po-
sition in case of dynamic eccentricity (Fig. 10). In case of axial
eccentricity, their absolute values increase when the coefficient
corresponding to the position of the concentric cross section of
the rotor (Ldy) increases. A huge value of Ldy (like 1 m and more)
leads to a pure radial eccentricity (Fig. 11).

As a consequence of static axial eccentricity, the rotor loop self
inductance and mutual inductances between rotor loops are func-
tion of rotor position. They describe the same characteristics of
pure radial eccentricity presented in Fig. 12, but there values de-
pend on the shaft misalignment level. Fig. 13 depicts the curve of
the mutual inductance between the first and second rotor loop as
a function of Lst and the rotor position.

The effect of dynamic axial eccentricity in the variation of mu-
tual inductance Lr1A with respect to the rotor angular position
Fig. 10. Self inductance of stator winding A in dynamic radial eccentricity of 20%
(dot line), 40% (dash line) and 60% (solid line).

Fig. 13. Rotor mutual inductance between the first and second rotor loop in static
axial eccentricity of ds0 = 50% and Lst = 0.5 � l. . .2 � l.

Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model o
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(from 0 to 2p) and the degree of shaft misalignment (Ldy from half
l to 2.5 � l) is shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the inductances
for an axial eccentricity case describe the same characteristic of ra-
dial eccentricity whose level is the average value of the eccentricity
levels at the two ends of the machine in the actually axial eccen-
tricity. Thus theoretically, the fault- related harmonics would be-
come undetectable for the case with average zero dynamic
f induction motors for diagnosis purposes – Slot skewing ... Energy



Fig. 14. Mutual inductance between stator winding A and rotor loop r1 in dynamic
axial eccentricity of dd0 = 70% for different values of Ldy.

Fig. 15. Mutual inductance between stator winding A and rotor loop r1 in static
axial eccentricity of ds0 = 50% for different values of Lst.

Fig. 16. Electromagnetic torque. Without skew (top), With skew (bottom). Motor in
healthy state.

Fig. 17. Rotational speed. Without skew (solid line) and with skew (dot line). Motor
in healthy state.
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eccentricity (Ldy = l/2). The same analysis as for the static axial
eccentricity and Fig. 15.

5.2. Dynamic simulation

The next simulation results predict the torque and speed wave
form in addition to the current spectra when the motor is fed from
a sine wave symmetrical voltage supply. Based on the IM model
described above, a numerical simulation of the transient startup
is performed. The frequency spectra of line current are obtained
thanks to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) using a Hanning’s win-
dow. It is drawn in the logarithmic magnitude scale and normal-
ized format. The magnitude of the fundamental is assigned to the
value of 0 dB. In all the simulation, 75% of the full load (10 N m)
is applied.

5.2.1. Healthy state
Figs. 16 and 17 show the transient dynamic start up behaviors

of the IM under no load condition. At t = 0.6 s load is applied. As
can be seen, the use of skewing reduces the average value and
the oscillations of the speed as well as the parasitic torque at stea-
dy state. It is, of course, to eliminate such effects that skew is em-
ployed in the real machines. Fig. 18 shows the stator current at
Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model o
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steady state for a loaded machine. Once again, if skew is neglected
a slot ripples rise in the computed results [29].

5.2.2. Radial eccentricity
Fig. 19 represents the line current spectra of the studied IM

operating in mixed radial eccentricity condition. The stator wind-
ing is YN-connected. In the low range frequency, it is possible to
see the mixed eccentricity components of Eq. (2).

It is now clear that the presence of RSHs in line current of three-
phase IM is primarily dependent on the number of rotor slots and
number of fundamental pole pairs of the machine. It was also
shown in previous works that only RSHs associated to a non-tri-
plen pole pair can be seen ideally with a balanced power supply
and in symmetrical conditions [24] (the pole pair number is obtain
when dividing (1) by fs and making s = 0). Owing to the fact that the
voltage sum contains extraneous frequencies due to the slot har-
monics and/or inverter drives switching and load dependence core
saturation, the neutral potential of the motor is non-null even un-
der balanced voltages. Then, the condition of a null sum of the line
currents is not verified if the neutral point is grounded. This is the
f induction motors for diagnosis purposes – Slot skewing ... Energy



Fig. 18. Stator current wave form at steady-state. Without rotor skew (top) and
with rotor skew (bottom). Motor in healthy state.

Fig. 19. Simulated stator current spectra in case of mixed radial eccentricity of
ds = 20% and dd = 20%, stator winding YN-connected. Low frequencies (top), high
frequencies (bottom).

Fig. 20. High rang frequency of simulated stator current spectra in case of mixed
radial eccentricity ds = 20% and dd = 20%, stator winding Y-connected. Balanced
supply (top), 5% of supply unbalance (bottom).

Fig. 21. Speed (top) and electromagnetic torque (bottom) in mixed eccentricity
conditions of ds = 20% and dd0 = 20%. Pure radial eccentricity (solid line), axial
eccentricity with Ldy = l (dot line).

Fig. 22. Simulated stator current spectra in case of mixed axial eccentricity of
ds = 20% radial and dd0 = 20% axial with Ldy = l, stator winding YN-connected. Low
frequencies (top), high frequencies (bottom).
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reason for which the lower RSH associated to a triplen pole pair ap-
pears clearly with the upper one even under balanced power sup-
ply (Fig. 19).

As predicted, when we consider the Y-connection, only the
highest RSH associated to non-triplen pole pair can be seen, while
the two RSHs are generated when considering 5% of supply unbal-
ance (Fig. 20). Due to the skew effect, the dynamic eccentricity har-
monics are very weak.

5.2.3. Axial eccentricity
Fig. 21 depicts the rotational speed and electromagnetic torque

from startup to steady state of the studied IM operating in mixed
axial eccentricity conditions compared with the case of mixed ra-
dial eccentricity. Load is applied after 0.7 s. The considered axial
eccentricity has a static radial eccentricity component of 20% and
Please cite this article in press as: Ghoggal A et al. An improved model of induction motors for diagnosis purposes – Slot skewing ... Energy
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Fig. 23. Simulated stator current spectra in case of mixed axial eccentricity of
ds = 20% radial and dd0 = 20% axial with Ldy = l/2. Stator winding YN-connected. Low
frequencies (top), high frequencies (bottom).

Fig. 24. Simulated stator current spectra in case of mixed axial eccentricity of
ds0 = 20% axial with Lst = l/2, and dd = 20% radial. Stator winding YN-connected. Low
frequencies (top), high frequencies (bottom).

Fig. 25. The experimental setup.
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dynamic axial eccentricity of dd0 = 20% with Ldy = l. One can note
from Fig. 21 that the axial nonuniformity modifies the transient
startup as well as the slip in steady state.

The corresponding line current spectra are shown in Fig 22. As
is clear, the amplitude of the characteristic components of Eq. (2)
Table 1
Simulation results of radial and axial eccentricity.

Harmonic frequencies for 75% of the full load Radial eccentricity ds = 20%, dd =

F (Hz) A (d

fmix1 = (fs � fr) 2.6 �60
fmix2 = (fs + fr) 97.5 �41
f2mix2 = (fs + 2.fr) 145.05 �55
fdyn1� = [(Nb � 1).(1 � s) � 1] � fs 1232.77 �94
fRSH1 = [Nb � (1 � s) � 1] � fs 1280.32 �54
fdyn1+ = [(Nb � 1).(1 � s) + 1] � fs 1332.86 �83
fdyn2� = [(Nb + 1).(1 � s) � 1] � fs 1327.87 �92
fRSH2 = [Nb � (1 � s) + 1] � fs 1380.3 �58
fdyn2+ = [(Nb + 1).(1 � s) + 1] � fs 1427.9 �91
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under the same load condition and the same level of eccentricity
backside the machine as in pure radial eccentricity (Fig. 19)
decrease.

This observation corroborates the observations made from the
inductance profiles in Figs. 14 and 15. In case of average zero dy-
namic eccentricity ddy = 20% with (Ldy = l/2) and ds = 20%, and aver-
age zero static eccentricity dst = 20% with (Lst = l/2) and and
dd = 20%, the amplitudes of the fault-related harmonics is lesser
(Figs. 23 and 24). The fault-related current harmonics for radial
and axial eccentricity cases are listed in Table 1. In particular, the
following have been proved conclusively:

– It is felt that axial eccentricity with low average value (Ldy < l or
Lst < l) but high value backside of the rotor can be confused with
a radial eccentricity having a small fault level.

– Even though the average eccentricity may be small, with a larger
end eccentricity, a rub is still possible at the two ends of the
machine. Thus, the axial eccentricity (static, dynamic and mixed
eccentricity) can also prove equally catastrophic for the machine
as radial eccentricity [15].

6. Experimental verifications

The experimental tests were carried out with the same IM used
in simulation (Fig. 25). Separately excited DC generator feeding a
variable resistor provides a mechanical load. The voltages and
the line current measurements are taken for the motor operating
at 50%, 75%, and 100% of the full load. For these two variables,
the sampling frequency is 10 kHz. As in simulation, the spectrum
20% Axial eccentricity (ds = 20%, dd0 = 20%)

Ldy = l Ldy = l/2

B) F (Hz) A (dB) F (Hz) A (dB)

.18 2.6 �61.95 2.46 �61.48

.32 97.4 �45.3 97.26 �52.33

.55 145 �63.23 144.93 �59.5

.4 1231.8 �82.64 1231.5 �77.67

.7 1279.4 �61.39 1279.18 �60.15

.52 1331.8 �89.24 1331.5 �86.16

.6 1326.8 �86.8 1326.8 �77.6

.6 1379.4 �65.19 1379.17 �63.15

.86 1426.8 �93.07 1426.8 �83.89
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Fig. 26. Stator current spectra in healthy stat. Low frequency (top), high frequency
(bottom). 75% of the full load.

Fig. 27. Stator current spectra with faulty bearings. Low frequency (top), high
frequency (bottom). 75% of the full load.

Fig. 28. Stator current wave form at steady state using a real voltage supply:
Simulated (thin-black line) and experimental (thick-red line) (For interpretation of
color in Fig. 28, readers is referred to the web version of this article).
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is drawn in the logarithmic magnitude scale and normalized for-
mat [22]. The stator winding is Y-connected.

The spectra of Fig. 26 show that even in a healthy state, there
are always frequency components but of low amplitudes, this is
due to the inherent level of eccentricity, to some degree of rotor
asymmetry and from noise introduced by the power supply.

As it has been shown in [30], the contamination in bearings can
result in an increase in the magnitude of the components at the
Table 2
Experimental results for the case of faulty bearings.

Load 50% (s = 0.0214) 75% (s = 0.042) 100% (s = 0.0597)

F (Hz) A (dB) F (Hz) A (dB) F (Hz) A (dB)

fmix1 1.068 �57.58 2.1 �63.61 3.05 �68.89
fmix2 98.88 �30.46 98 �40.86 97.04 �49.75
f2mix2 147.81 �65.46 145.8 �53.99 144.04 �60.31
fdyn1� 1269 �74.5 1243.3 �69.02 1222.4 �70.5
fRSH1 1320.04 �62.62 1291.2 �60.96 1266.3 �62.5
fdyn1+ 1371 �63.84 1343.3 �87.35 1319.4 �76
fdyn2� 1368.8 �84.9 1339.1 �69.5 1313.4 �93.2
fRSH2 1420 �41.85 1391.2 �39.79 1366.4 �40.5
fdyn2+ 1468.8 �67.87 1439.1 �71.87 1413.5 �77.39
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eccentricity frequencies predicted by Eq. (2). The present test ver-
ifies this result from a real case. For that, a small level of eccentric-
ity was created by replacing the rotor bearings by a set of faulty
bearings. Fig. 27 shows that the replacement of the bearings did
introduce a small amount of eccentricity. A significant increase of
the amplitude of the characteristic frequency components can be
easily noticed on both low and high frequency spectra. Lower
and upper sideband harmonics close to the fundamental show an
increase of approximately 20 dB from the healthy to the faulty
case. Furthermore, RSHs and surrounding frequencies also showed
up at the exact frequencies predicted by (1). Note that, due to the
power supply imbalance, the two RSHs can be seen clearly in the
spectra.

Table 2 gathers the frequencies and amplitudes of the fault-re-
lated current harmonics with different load conditions. As in sim-
ulation, the measured frequencies correlate well with the
theoretical prediction. Only some disagreements imputed to the
limitation margin of the FFT and the signal transducers can be
noted. From Table 2, it can be seen that load affects clearly the
magnitudes of the harmonics given by (1) and (2).

For including effectively the harmonics of the power supply, we
have injected the acquired voltage data into the simulation tool. In
order to corroborate the real faulty case examined, the eccentricity
level was approximately chosen after a series of simulation tests
covering different fault levels. The upper eccentricity frequency
fmix2 was taken as a reference. The fault conditions were 20% of sta-
tic and 20% dynamic radial eccentricity with 10 N m of load torque.
The resulting current wave form (Fig. 28) and spectra (Fig. 29) are
in good agreement with the actual practical situation (Fig. 27).

Note that this is only an experimental verification reported
from a real defect. The main goal was the inspection of the fault-re-
lated frequencies in case of faulty bearings. In order to study the
evolution laws of the associated magnitudes, an appropriate exper-
imental setup is required.
Fig. 29. Simulated stator current spectra in case of mixed radial eccentricity of
ds = 20% and dd = 20%, stator winding YN-connected. Real voltage supply.
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7. Conclusion

The multiple coupled circuit model of squirrel cage IM, under the
conditions that the motor is healthy/faulty is developed successfully
thanks to an extended form of the MWFA. The method enabled the
calculation of IM inductances taking into account, first, the harmon-
ics due to the non-sinusoidal distribution of the MMF in the air–gap
and, secondly, the effects of rotor bar skewing and the resultant lin-
ear rise of MMF across the slots. The resolution of the integrals lead-
ing to the machine inductances was greatly simplified by adopting a
plane representation of the IM. The new model proves very useful to
study the most documented faults operating conditions like radial
and axial eccentricity and broken rotor bars and end-rings [29]. Fur-
thermore, it can be extended to study the winding turn-to-turn
faults [31]. Based on that, the transient numerical simulation and
relevant experiment in IM has been accomplished for the healthy
and faulty cases. The proposed method does not require a huge com-
putational capacity and may lead to the development of new tools to
precisely diagnose some types of motor defects or faults.

Appendix A

A.1. Machine parameters

g0 = 0.000172 m, Nb = 28, Ne = 36, r = 0.0516 m, w = 80, l =
0.125 m, Lb = 0.000172 H, Le = 0.009594 H, Rs = 2.86X, Rb =
2.856e�5X, Re = 1.8560e�5X, Jr = 0.023976 kg/m2, c = p/14rad.
b = p/36. fm = 0.0040 N m s/rad.
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